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1)While giving lecture on Islamic studies, honourable teacher said,“Apart from sending 
innumerable Nabis and Rasuls in order to rectify mankind, Allah has revealed a total of 104 
revealed books (kitabs). But in respect of revelation Al-Quran is distinct from other revealed 
books”. He further says, “The Holy Quran is the last and the best of all books and it is a great book 
free from any doubt.” 

 
 

a) Where was Al- Quran preserved?        * 
b) What is meant by ‘Khatamun Nabuwat’?      ** 
c) What does the teacher mean as he said that in terms of revelation the Quran is  

different from the other revealed books?  Explain.      *** 
d) Analyse the last statement of the teacher.      **** 

 

2) Shila and Nila are two friends. Both of them are highly educated and they are criticizing about 
Islam. Shila said that the existence of creator is only imagination of human being. In fact God is 
nothing. Because at a time one cants possessing all attributes. One can't be a creator, protector, 
nourisher, ever-living, ever-lasting etc. Nila said that undoubtedly God is existed. But I have some 
confusions about Risalat. 

 

a) What is the meaning of ‘Aqaid’?       * 
b) What do you understand by Morality?       ** 
c) Evaluate the thinking of Shila in the light of Quran and Hadith.   *** 
d) Write the consequences of Nila according to your text book.    **** 

 

3) Imagine you are in the deep forest of the Amazon. Now you have lost the guide book about 
this forest. So you are considering that you will not be able to come out from this forest. 
Consequently you have to die here. In this circumstance if you get a guide book them what will 
you feel? Likewise to solve all the problems in our life and the getting rid from life hereafter the 
Holy Quran is the only guide book. 



 

a) What is mentioned in the verse no.9 sura Al-Hijr?    * 
b) Write the differences between Makki and Madani Sura.   ** 
c) What is the guide book for the getting rid of both lives? Prove it by the        

 light of Islamic Shariat.       *** 
d) What is the guide book that is mentioned in the stem? Briefly discuss its 

composition, compilation and the preservation.     **** 
 
 

• Shortly write the answer of these following questions: (Each answer will be regarded as 
one star)     
 

1) Where was the holy Quran inscribed at first?              
2) Where is ‘Bayt Al-Izzah’ situated?                 
3) The Sahabis (R.) who wrote down Al-Quran is known as-?             
4) What is the meaning of ‘Jameul Quran’?                                                                
5) Why did the non-Arab Muslims face much disadvantage in reciting Al-Quran?  
6) How many ayats are there in the holy Quran?                      
7) What is the Arabic name of ‘Manifest Proof’?                                                      
8) Which suras are lengthy?                                                                                        
9) What is the meaning of ‘Shan e Nuzul’?                                                                 
10) We can know about Halal and Haram from which suras?                                      
11) To take pork for eating is known as which kind of sign? 
12) ‘Yawmul Baas’ is called -? 
13) Who will remain in the lowest zone of the hell? 
14) Polytheism is opposite of-? 
15) The lady who deny Islam is known as-? 
16) Where man will get ‘Barzakh’? 
17) What do you mean by ‘Amal Nama’? 
18) What is the Arabic word for ‘End’? 
19) What is the chain of Prophethood? 
20) What is the another name of ‘Naar’? 


